H
ierarchical supramolecular organization may be key to designing novel, functional organic or inorganic materials with tailored properties that exploit the strong relationship between molecular arrangements and resulting macroscopic properties. 1 In particular, the hierarchical organization of pre-ordered structures is one of the most promising approaches to bridging diff erent ordering scales-from the molecular to the macroscopic.
Microporous molecular sieves such as zeolites have proven to be ideal host materials to accommodate a wide range of guest molecules 2 and thereby realize a fi rst level of organization. e challenge is to create ordered assemblies of the host material after they are loaded with guest species, thus creating hierarchical supramolecular organization. ere are several examples of relatively simple, large-scale organization of host materials with established chemical methods. So far, however, it has been almost impossible to achieve a higher degree of fi ne control on the level of the single host particles.
Where chemistry reaches its limit, optics takes over. Optical tweezers are ideal tools for a moderate number of particles; they can trap, orient and guide particles, particularly when holographic optical tweezers (HOT) are implemented. 3 Creating optical landscapes to trap a larger number of particles in 3-D in a defi ned and preferably reconfi gurable way is still a challenge, especially for objects with nonspherical symmetry.
Earlier this year, we showed that it is possible to achieve a high degree of control on elongated microscopic objects like rod-shaped bacteria by means of tailored light fi elds in HOT. 4 Transferring this approach to zeolite-based host-guest materials-which also have a nonspherical shape-we can create almost arbitrary confi gurations. 5 With HOT, any single host in an assembly can be controlled independently from all others, solely by optical means and in strong contrast to the contemporary, ensemble-based methods. As the sample is observed through an inverted, optical fl uorescence microscope during operation, all manipulations can be done truly interactively.
Any host particle with desired properties can be selected separately from a reservoir and precisely translated to any position in the microscopic sample, thereby allowing hundreds of hosts to be held simultaneously. e most powerful advantage of our optical approach, however, is that it allows the possibility of rotating elongated host particles into any orientation with highest precision by means of optimized light fi elds that create multiple traps with diff erent relative intensities. is formidable level of control allows for the realization of tailored microstructures with a widely tunable degree of organization. e hierarchical supramolecular organization achieved by our approach is not limited to static assemblies. 5 e micro-structures can be modifi ed and re-arranged in real time. On the other hand, permanent structures can be prepared by established methods to fi xate the assembly after creation. HOT is thus an optimal choice if complex assemblies are investigated or very versatile rapidprototyping is required. 
